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what!

There was an uproar in the audience!

The genius doctor Lin is here?

It’s so fast?

This is not the time to come!

Then, Song Yuerong gave Lin Fan a vicious look:

“Little beast, get out of my way. If you dare to talk nonsense for a

while, I promise you will not die!”

Then, Song Yuerong ordered Song Jingteng, Song Xiyue and others:

“You guys, hurry up with me to meet the genius doctor Lin!”

Song Jingteng and Song Xiyue hurriedly nodded their heads, and they

could clean up Lin Fan anytime, but it was not always possible to see

the genius doctor Lin.

“The real genius doctor Lin is here, and this kid’s cowhide is blown

out!”

“Ho ho ho, the waste pretends to be the genius doctor Lin. If this is let

the genius doctor Lin know, he still can’t skin this kid for cramps?”

All the guests looked at Lin Fan maliciously, waiting to see his jokes.

But Lin Fan still looked like a troublesome person, with a thick and

contemptuous smile on his face.

then!

Everyone saw that Song Yuerong’s family greeted him alone.

It turned out to be Zhang Jianjun!

“Zhang Bu!”

Everyone suddenly became nervous and bowed to Zhang Jianjun.

Oh my!

This big guy is here too!

It seems that Dr. Lin really values   the Song family.

At this time, Zhang Jianjun nodded indifferently, and then continued to

talk with Song Yuerong:

“Mr Song, are you still healthy?”

When asked by Zhang Jianjun in this way, Song Yuerong was

immediately flattered and nodded quickly:

“Thanks to you, I am in good health, thanks to Zhang Bu’s concern!”

Then Zhang Jianjun laughed loudly and said:

“You can always help your body well. With the favor of the genius

doctor Lin, the future of your Song family can be expected!”

boom!

The whole audience exploded!

Could this be what Zhang Jianjun meant by the great doctor Lin? Does

the great doctor Lin really want to hold their Song family?

Otherwise, why would Zhang Jianjun say that?

Thinking of this, the Song family was completely ecstatic, and each of

them couldn’t even speak with excitement.

Song Yuerong did the same, holding Zhang Jianjun’s hand excitedly:

“Zhang Bu, can you please give me a bottom line, then why does the

genius doctor Lin value our Song family so much? Our Song family

seems to have had nothing to do with him before.”

Zhang Jianjun also patted his hand enthusiastically:

“There is an intersection, but you don’t know it! The relationship

between you and the genius doctor Lin is much deeper than you think.

In the future, the genius doctor Lin will support you, and the entire

emperor will be able to walk sideways.”

Because Lin Fan specifically explained it, Zhang Jianjun also did not

make any claims to expose Lin Fan’s identity.

Instead, he waited for Lin Fan to uncover it by himself, giving him a

surprise!

But Zhang Jianjun didn’t expect that the Song family had already given

Lin Fan a surprise in advance.

Hearing Zhang Jianjun’s words, the Song family was ecstatic. The

genius doctor Lin had a deep connection with their Song family?

Why don’t they know?

But since Zhang Jianjun said so, they naturally regarded it as such.

“Come on, Zhang Bu, please take a seat!”

Song Yuerong was full of joy and quickly greeted Zhang Jianjun to take

his seat.

But Zhang Jianjun noticed Lin Fan and Bai Yi not far away. Even if he

was taken aback, he would walk towards Lin Fan:

“Lin Xian…”

But seeing this, Song Yuerong suddenly realized that it was not good,

and hurriedly stopped in front of Zhang Jianjun.

Anxiously said:

“Zhang Bu, this guy is my grandson, but he is a wild species! His

mother gave birth to him before he was unmarried, and lost the face of

my Song family, so we have already swept him out!”

“To call him back today, I originally planned to give him a sum of

money, and then draw a clear line with him. But just now, this lifeless

thing dared to pretend to be the genius doctor Lin. It is extremely

sinful. What do you think?”

The voice just fell!

Zhang Jianjun suddenly jumped into a rage.

Lin Fan, wild species?

Now in China, who would dare to say that Lin Fan is a wild species?

Said Tangtanglinzuo is a wild species?

The Song family, just damn it!

“Damn it! Damn it!”

Zhang Jianjun roared sharply, in a frantic state, he was about to have an

attack at this time.
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